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THE CHT:MICAL CHANG7S R7F,U1TING FROM TEr, A ?1ICATION

OF SULFTTR ANP FULYAT O7 ALrALT SOIL

ITRODIrTION

The world-vide occurrence of alkali soils makes

their reclamation one of the major soil problems. AS

the addition of sulfurbe ering luaterials is often

necessary for their recleation, the chem'eal effect

of such treatmente on the soil is a fundamontal

problem. 7:hen only leaphing is used in reclamation,

the soil e often "freeze up" and become very imoerme.-

able to rater. 711gard pointed out that this could

be largely xrevented by the use -f certain chem7eals

such a7 gyosum to convert the carbonate to a neutral

malt. Kelly and Arany (17) state that defloculation

is due to the neutralizing effect or the lowering

of the pH of the soil.

Ease exchenge reactions have been studied during

the recent years and their relation to the physical

an chemical properties of the soil is becoming more

and more aoparent. Their eignificence in alkali land

reclamation haE been recognize by investigators for
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some time but their ¶moort.anco has not been fully

realized until recently.

There were available for this experiment ten

tanks of Soil from the 71xperimeat tract at Vale,

Oregon, that had been treated with various alkali -

remedying materials an left exposed to the climatic

conditton7 of Corvallis for a period of five years.

By usin? the- soils, field variations eoul. he

avoided becru-e the tans, were filled with representa-

tive samples and kept under partially controlled

conditions. The various sulfur beerinFr treatments

were studied ae to their effect, on the soil reaction

and comporttion of exchen4esble besee.

HIFICAL

In 1850, y (22) first celled attention to the

fact that the absorbing of odors by the soil was

an excanre reaction between the various soil bases

aril that a elil havinz a hth eolloidol content had

a higher- absorbing capacity. Tloe study of bare ex-

change ehenomena hap been handicapped because adequate

methods of analysis were not developed until recently.
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Kelley (15), Burgess and Breazealle (5), and also

Hieeink (8) have each devised methodt and each method

has certain advantages and disadvantages. K'elley (11)

has revised his methods to meet Certain criticisms

regardinF solubility.

Recently Thomas (21) has presented the relation of

exchangeable bases to both the acid:ty and the alkalinity

of th soil. He replaced all the baser with a single

base and then studied the mFultant soil. He f-Aind

that alkali soils contain appreciable quantities of

soluble silicates which were not :resent In soils from

humid regions.

Kelley and his asroclates have studied the ques-

tion of base exchange reactins in relation to alkali

soils quite extensively. Their method has been to

study replicate sam2lea from the vari-)usly treated olots

using their own ammonium-chloride method for the

determination of exchangeable bases. In their earlier

work (12) they call attention to the extreme variance

of individual samples but mnimize this difficulty

by the use of replicate samples. Kelley en' Frown (14)

state that most of the water soluble salts must be leadh-

ed from a soil and then calcium Ax,:t replace the
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sodium on the soil comelex before reclamation

will be succesrfule They addethet drainage is the

most imeortant factor. In another publication (15)

the same authors stete that neutral soils are high

in replaceable calclue; alkali eoile are hleh in

reolelebe sodium; end acie soils are low in total

replaceable bars but high in trivalent bases such as

alunlnee, iron, ane eanganose.

Kelley and Cummins (15) added chemical equiva-

lenU of chlorides, EuY'at. , ri nitrates of a base

and fun -that thsy produce eeutvelent chemical

reactio,i s. in the eoile In their order of ea ce of

betne r lace; the tone are celcium, sodium, ammonium,

eetaeclue, n. . meeneriun. 7eristed (17) studied the

exeeeee rectiene elumlnem, 1.ron,ar'0 maneaneee

ane fnune tent iron and. aluaCnum replaced the other

bases and ceul not be reeleced but that mangy

reelaced ce104um an could. he reolaced by barium.

I recent years the relation between the physical

properties of the soil end lte content of exchangeable

bases has been etudted he various workers. Raver (1)

and (2) leeched sols with the acetate aelt of calcium,

maeneeluc, cangenet potassium, an sodium and then
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studied the physical properties of these soils. He

found that the moisture equivalent was increased by

sodium acetate but unchanged by the others. The

heat of wetting was lowered by sodium and potaasium,

He also found that c,lcium, nagnesium, and manganese

increased floculation an thet sodium end potassium

decreased it.

Greene (6) noted marked improvement In 'ermeability

of irrigation water by use of 71psum. Joseph and cakley

(10) conclude that physical properties are very closely

correlated with exchangeabTe bases srid that clay like

properties are exhibited by lithium, Fodium, and mag-

neeium. aetzgar (15) and (19) showed that the water

content of the soil influenced exchangeable bases. He

found that flooded soils decrease in exchanFeabTe

calcium and increased exchangeable magneeium. 3otimum

moisture content had very little, if any, effet on

the exchane.eable bases.



ATRIA LS. ANt lHO':'S

The Vale soil (Malheer silt loam) lies near but

is not a.jacent to the snake river. It is quite

alkaline having an initial reaction of pH 10.5 and is a

typical "black alkali" soil, that is the alumina -

silicate base holding comilex hold very small amounts

of any base except sodium. The soil has restricted

dratnae due to a silty, calcareous hardpan encounter-

ed at a teeth of two or three feet. The water table

fluctuates considerably but in general is about seven

feet or 1re. .Johnson and Powers (9) further describe

this soil as to its chemioal and physical properties.

Black (3) sure up the results of the reclamation trials

and finds that many tons of salts have been remove1 and

that the rate of removal is decreasing. The orl.gtnal

composition of this soil is given in Table I an. II.

L;amles from the most promisInF of the Vale Amts

were secured and analysed. for there content of eX-

changeabl calcium, magnesium, and sodium urine BreaTeal-

les barium chloride-soap titration method (5). The

result secured are presented in Table TT1 together

with their treatment, reaction., and 1929 yield. This

data, while not conclusive, shows that satisfactory

crop yield can be secured without lowering the reaction
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of the soil by use of sulfur bearing amendments.

This is accomplished by the addition of organic

matter which increase' the fertility of the soil and

thereby causes a lessening of the toxicity of the alkali

salts present in the soil. The addition of sulfur aids

a great deal. The reclamation, as measured by crop

yields and reac'lon both, is secured at the exoense

of exchangeable sodium and at a gain In exohangeable

calciuM ma7nesium and a decided inorose in total

exchangeable bases.
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TABLF II

CHIICAL COMPT:ITION OF SOIL

9

April 1921 Sample September
1921 Sammie

If 0 2.450 2.360

CaO 3.450 3.620

rto 1.080 1.170

P20c .p.42 .237

.041 .028

.040 .034

Soluble Calcium, compoaite samnle, 1921, 0147

Anelycia by Ftation ObemiFto J.S. Jones.



TABLE III

EXCHA?+T!r. ABLE BASES IN ClItTAI PLOTS
MOM Tai VALE EXPERIX7,NT

Plot Treatment Depth Calcium Magnesium Sodium Total
Bases

Yield 1929

Inches M.B.
A. Manure 19 T.year- 0-5 10.97

S T
B. Check

ure 10

. Green I.e.nure

. Sulfur 1 t T

J. Gypsum
4

Virgin 1.40 1.00 22.0. 24.94

M.Au. M.E.
2.70 13.67 27.34 8.47

4 6 6

Pounds

.5 3.10 1.22 1 .2 22.57 9'3
8 6

1- 7.4 1.00 12.32 2©.7i 9.2s
6. 4 .64

0 -5 10.27 1.4k 1 .g 2 . 9 9.5
5x)/. 6.7 3,44 4
0-) 13.41 2.91 b.7 23.9 9.11

1'. 4 '-'4 .

.2 4. 4 17.95 1.37 9.2
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In the fall of 1922 ten soil tanks, two feet

in depth and eleven inches in diameter, Tore filled

with eoil shinpee from the Vale Txperiment field

and pkce in the greenhouse at Corvallis for the

purpse of checkIng the field-work and studying the

effects of the various treatments on the amount and

composition of the oercolatee reultiw!, from heavy

irrimItions. The astr scoured fro-1 these studies

as oresentr1 by Johnson arik7.1 7orore (9) and agrees

very well with the ficV data. The tanks were left

exooned to the climate from the eorin. of 1924 until

the sprinF: of 1929 when they were analyzed as to their

content of exchanFeable sodium, calcium, and magnesium.

This data is preserLtei in lab's: TY. The treatments

were thri renewed and tha exchangeable bases were

determtned again in October, 1929. These results are

presented in Table V, The tanks were then removef to .

the greenhouse and the final analysis was mde in April,

1930 and results presented in Table VI.

The data secured in this study in conclusive.

Field variations have been avoided entirely by the use

of representative soil thoroughly mixed and kept under
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partially controlled conditione. All water that

has been added. has been either distilled or added in

the form of rain. The small amount of sulfur added

in the rain water are negligible.

The gain or loss in emounts of exchangeabl- bases

is presented in Table VIT. The results of these studies

showy that recla-lation of alkali soils is aocomoanied

by n loss of exchangeable magneeium. In no case could

more th.. ri s sllght trane exchanf7eable ma7iesium be

detected b: the methods ueed.

If an increase in exchangeable calcium and

crease in exchangeable sodium can be taken as a criteria

of reclalation, this data shows conclusively that gypsum

used, at the rate of ten tons oer acre is the best alkali

amendnicnt of any that were unler study. It is followed

by heavy eiplications of sulfur used alone. Gypsum

used at the rate of five tone ner sere is little better

than aluminum sulfate and sulfur used in conjunction.

Alumlnum sulfate used alone is no better than manure

an sulfur used together. Manure used alone does not

change the content of exchangeable bases little more

than can be expected from leaching with pure water. The

increase in total exchangeable bases is not a fair criter-

ia in alkali soil improvement.
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TABL7 IX

7X0HANTIL FIAL TN VV:: EOIL TA7FE

May 1929

Treatment Calcium !::061u Total 9ases

7F. 7.E.
Check 5.74 16.51 22.25 5

Aluminum Fulf!Tlte 20.110 21,98 8.85

Sulfur Altualnum
sulfate 4.30 20.77 25.07 0.53

Vlanure & ulfur 3.53 19.40 27.00 9.80

Sulfur 21 T. 5.74 18.47 24.21. 8.53

Sulfur 1,!t T. 6.99 17.40 24.29 8.57

Gypsum 10 T 5.02 17.1/ 22,15 9.57

Typsum 5 T. 3.58 20.90 24.49 8.70

1anure 20 T. 4.30 18.77 23.07 8.77

Check 5.02 19.14 24.1 9.63
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TA T..,17 V

F A G
!7:. N V A 7! C I4 TA 1-,`:';',.

eDtcrintrr 1229

Treatment
.10110.10

Calcium Sodium

.111..rpow

Total apses

0 V04.111

Check 6.94 17.79 24.73

Aluminum 5ulfate 7.70 15.53 23.28

Aluminu FrAilfate

sulfur 23.11 4.F5 27.96

:anure & sulfur 7.07 17.58 24.65

.,t3.1fur 2t 7.25 17.37 24,63

Sulf!Ir T. 14.54 11.50 26.14

Gyosum 10 9.95 15.3 25.5'3

Gypsum 5 -. 13.56 11.79 25.35

Manure 20 q". 605 1.24 24 . Pc)

Check 6.37 18,65 25,02
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Table VI

FAO A3,H. TA7'.J:K5

'ay 1930

rt ttt Calcium Sodium Tltal Bases. -
°heck

ALuminum ta-LIate

Sulfur aluminum

9.65

11.71

17.83

15.02

27.48

26.73

sul'-nte 13.84 1c7.77 7.61

'rnure Rr =131fur 1.58 21.16 29.7/4

Sulfur 2* 'P. 12.76 15.41 P8,.15

f;ulfur 1 T. 15.7n 12.45 2.24

Gyni,r! 10 T. 22.05 7.27

Gy 5 T.

nure 20 T.

1/1.77

9.34

1:'5.7F,

17.15

28.52

26.4Q

raleck 10.08 18.71 28.79
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TABLE' VII

CHANGT,S IN EXCHANGFABL' BASES IN 0 L TANKS

Treatment Calcium Sodium Total Bases

1. Check

M0 0

+4,94

GlY..

2 *6.15

2. Aluminum Sulfate .7.63 -3.81 +1.83

3. Aluminum sulfate
sulfur 4 8.06 -1.22 *6.84

4. Manure Sulfur 7.53 - .71 46.82

5. Sulfur 24T. 410.12 -8.31 +1.80

6. Sulfur li T. 4 9.25 -5.23 *4.02

7. Gypsum 10 T. 412.61 -8.10 +4.51

8. Gypsum 5 T. * 8.97 -4.47 +4.01

9. Manure 20 T. & 5.04 0.14 +4.9

10.0heck 4 4.79 40.32 44.47
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DISCUSSION

The results secured in both the tanks and from

the plot sample agree very well in general. They show

that base exchange relations are of prime importance

in the reclamation of alkali soils. Whenever the

combined amounts of exchangeable calcium and magnesium

exceed the amount of exchangeable sodium the soil is

improved enough for the production of crops. If the

exchangeable sodium exceeds the calcium and magnesium

the soil will probably be still unproductive.

The data secured from the tanks shows that an

increase in total exchangeable bases accompanies the

exchange of bases. This fact is significant as it

illustrates the build up of the soil complex as

mentioned by Burgess (4) but does not strictly corre-

late with his work. The phenomenal increase in the

total exchangeable bases in soil tank number one is due

to the increase in exchangeable sodium. It t hard to

attribute this increase to any one factor although the

variation of the soil samples will partly account for

it. As could be expected the heaviest application of

gypsum has the greatest effect on exchangeable bases.
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The beneficial effects of small amounts of

sulfur used in conjunction with organic matter is

demonstrated in both the tank experiment and in the

field plot.

The effect of the various sulfur bearing materials

on the physical properties of the toil is very marked.

The two checks and manure-alone tanks are very hard,

compact, and nerly impermeable to water. All of the

others show marked improvement. They are very muoh

more pervious to water and have fairly good granular

e7en structure. No adequate method was available for

measurin7 these properties so the results are merely

observatimis, however, extreme care was used in

securing these observations.

It will be noted that these observations

the physical properties agrees very well Tith the

ratio beteen the content exchangeable sodium and

calcium. The three tanks with poor physical condition

are low in exchangeable calcium and high in exchangeable

sodium. The tanks that show improvement in physical

condition also show a decided Fain in exchangeable

calcium and varying loss of exchangeable sodium.



T117 MICROBIOLOGIL ACTIVIT76 OF ALKALI 5.^.,IL5

TR7AT7D 7:ITH suLFrn AN MIL= 117ARING MAT7PIALS

A discussion of the reclamation of alkali lande

is not comlete without a brief mention of the micro-

biological population of the soil. Soil bacteriology

has been etudied by many workers and the literature

is reviewed very well by Telegdy-Kovats (20). He

cites practically all the American and 7uropean workers

and gives a brief resume of their w-rk.

An attempt was made to meaFure the bacterial

activities of alkali sollF treated with various sulfur

and sulfur bearing materials by measuring the evolution

of carbon-dioxide by the methods of Heck (7). His

apoaratus was modified by the use of normal sodium

hydroxide, saturated barium Wroxide, and 35% sulfuric

acid for the air purification train instead of the soda-

lirae and pumice saturated with sulfuric act that he

used. His methods were chnnged slightly as the carbon-

dioxide was titrated direct by the double titration

method.
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A fresh sample of the virgin Vale soil was

secured for this study and one kil-,gram was used in

each jar. Th entire experiment war run in duplicate

and the results were the average of the duplicate

jars. The sulfur as furnished by the estern 'Sulfur

Company of an Francisco. The fine sulfur is the

same as used in the preperation of th Bac-77:u1 but

it does not carry the sulfur oxidizing organisms.

The four ton application of. th.o uifurs and the

trenty ton application of gypsum is enough to

theoretically reduce the reaation of the soil to

pH 8.0 an the heavier application rhoul reduce it

to pH 6.4. These figures were obtained from studies

made by Black. (3)

The results are presented. in Table VIII an

Plate I and show little eignificance. This Is due

primarily to the low content of microorganisms found

in the soil. The high production of carbon dioxide

in all the Tulfur treated sam7o7.es can be attributed to

the chemical exidatton and reaction of the culrur with

the soil constituents. It was assumed at the outset

of the study that the carbon dioxide produced by the
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microorganisms would greatly exceed that produced

by the chemical action, but this was not substantiated.

The heavy application of gypsum apparently haF no

effect on the production of carbon dioxide from the

soil. The manure treated saples show a decded in

crease in carbon-dloxide production and this can

probsbly be sttrlbuted to microbiological activities.

At the close of the experiment the soils vore

samp'.o and t}io numbr of bacteria, actinomycetes,

and fungi was determined by the plate method. These

result: are Even in Table IX and show no significant

differences but the content of each is extremely low.

It can he concluded from this that the soil is toe

alkaline to permit the growth of bacteria, The

reaction was determined. by the hydrogen electrode

and shows that the effect of the treatments '-ere not

Complete at the end of the five week pericYd.



TABLv VIII

CO2 7VOLTITION

TOW I, CO2 ET DATES

0
March 6 March 8
Is Mgs

02
"-eh 10

Miss

L. Cheek 15.79 17.48 33.98

2. Sulfur 4 T. 11.66 30.24 59.64

3. Sulfur 12.5 T. 11.22 39.04 87.12

4. Bae.Sul-,- 4 T. 13.96 21.42 63.26

5. Fine Sulfer 0 T. 15.24 29.72 65.56

6. Gypsum 20 T. 15.18 23.16 53.42

7. Gypeum 57 T. 13.20 27.76 43.42

8. Atnure 20 T. 12.82 23.76 44.46

9. Manure 20 T. 8.64 10.44 53.70

Sulfur iT



2

4

6

4,, .4+1..

43.70

17,78

1V.76

76.1.P

59.!,14

47.146

So.414

614

1,1.68 176.70

15/404 101.'4
125.26 294.PP

.134 60.S3

el.s. OP

P1.44 50

141.110 151.10

.......11001111161
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TABLE VIII C ,TITITIr4:1'

No. Corresponding CO, CO
to those on p. 22 MaroE 18 nitro

A!gs

Marc 23
Mgs

No. 1

2

3

708 76.56 123.42

177.76 121.22 160.83

364.54 151.04 195.90

4 190.08 160.38 101."

5 184.36 138.82 144.42

6 82.06 50.36 81.39

7 85.80 39.60 72.50

8 127.60 71.72 124.74

9 193.80 130.46 83.76



TABU VIII CONCLUD7P

No. oorres nd- CO2
trig to Ntl. t.22 4areh

`7gs

CO
26 Mare

Yge

0,5

'1 April
;Aga

CO2
Total
46s.

No. 1 117.47 152,05 114.00 929.20

2 132.90 226.55 222.18 1544.64

177.69 335.25 328.80 2069.64

4 180.09 243.10 228.84 1669.12

5 172.92 272.80 201.00 1714.62

6 82.38 245.65 116.40 954.80

7 102.21 137.70 114.30 828.63

8 144.30 229.25 211.26 1235.49

9 73.26 235.60 180.72 1364.72
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TARL7, IX

ffICROP:MOGIC,V, POI4JLATT7'N R7ACTION

OF VARIrlIfY TR741 AT2711LI SOILS

Troatment Bacteria Actinomyeet Fungi pH

00 1000 000

Check 102 1 10 9.70

2. Sulfur 4 T. 154 1 14.4 8.90

3, Sulfur 12.5 T. 80 0 11.5 8.01

4. Betc-1 4 T. 120 1 7.2 8.82

5. F1 '-ulfur 4 T. 162 1 8.9 8.75

6, Gypsum 20 T. 138 1 10 8.79

7. Gypsum 67 T. 66 1 10 8.26

8. -Atnure 20 T. 58 1 11.8 9.50

9, lemurs plus S. 170 2 15 8.92

10.0rIginsl 5 0 2 9.65

11111411.....-no*OIN



CONCLUSIONS

1. The reclamation of alkali soils is accompanied

by a loss of exchangeable sodium and a gain in

exchaneable calcium and sometimes by a total

disappearance of exchangeable magnesium.

2. Expressed in chemical equivalents there is iore

alcium gained than sodium lost.

3. A small amount of sulfur used in conjunction with

manure will give maximum returns per unit invested.

4, The evolution of carbon-dioxide is not a satisfact-

ory measure 10 microbiological activites in

alkali soils.

O. Tank exoertments are superior to field trials in

the study of the reclamation of alkali soils.
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